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SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS

Folio3 specializes in NetSuite integration solutions. Whether you’re looking 
for an integration between NetSuite and your eCommerce platform, 
online marketplace, CRM, 3PL or any other third party system, we can help 
you.
 
Our NetSuite Connectors are all native SuiteApps and are specifically 
designed to help you get the most value out of your Oracle NetSuite ERP, 
by providing automated front and back-office data synchronization; 
helping save both time and cost while eliminating data entry errors.

Seamlessly integrate NetSuite with your favorite Marketplace, 
Ecommerce Platform, CRM, Third-party logistics, Trading 
Partner or Payment Processor.
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NETSUITE
ECOMMERCE INTEGRATIONS

BENEFITS

Turn-key integrations for NetSuite streamlines transactions, 
eliminate data entry and reduce order turnaround time. 

Integrate multiple eCommerce sites with your NetSuite back office.

Eliminate manual data entry & potential data entry errors.

Fully customizable.

Native SuiteApps.

Built For Oracle NetSuite Certified.

Dedicated Support.
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NETSUITE
MARKETPLACE INTEGRATIONS

BENEFITS

Maximize sales by reaching millions of buyers on popular 
online marketplaces while leveraging the proven back office 
features of NetSuite.

Unify stock levels across marketplaces & NetSuite.

Eliminate manual data entry.

Automated data transfer reduces order processing time.

Fully Customizable - add extra functionality or customize item field 
mappings as needed.

Native SuiteApps.

Dedicated Support.
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NETSUITE
CRM INTEGRATIONS

BENEFITS

Manage your sales process more effectively with real-time 
access to your back-office NetSuite system, while eliminating 
data entry efforts, cost overhead, and data duplication.

Automatically sync items, pricing, pricing levels, accounts, and contacts

Eliminate potential data entry errors

Fully customizable

Native SuiteApps

Dedicated Support
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NETSUITE
PAYMENT SYSTEM INTEGRATIONS

BENEFITS

Streamline your financials with intuitive payment and order 
flows that make managing and synchronizing your POS with 
your NetSuite system effortless.

Automated syncing of POS transactions, customer, order, item, and 
inventory data between NetSuite and Square POS system.

Eliminate potential data entry errors.

Fully Customizable.

Native SuiteApps.

Dedicated Support.
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NETSUITE
3PL INTEGRATIONS

Automated syncing of purchase orders, receipts, transfer orders, returns and 
inventory data between NetSuite and the 3PL System.

Eliminate human error caused by potential data entry mistakes.

Reduced order turnaround time.

Fully Customizable.

Native SuiteApps.

Dedicated Support.

Power your growth by integrating your back-office NetSuite 
system with third-party logistics systems

BENEFITS
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NETSUITE
TRADING PARTNER INTEGRATIONS

Faster order management.

Keep trade compliance in check.

Rapid order and compliance status updates.

Improve processes by automating data flows.

Fully Customizable.

Integrate NetSuite with a trading partner network to automate 
order data updation.

BENEFITS

Refunds
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Billing Details Customers

Orders

Multiple Payment Methods 
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HEAR FROM
OUR CLIENTS

Folio3’s approach to the project was detailed & planned. Based on the requirements, they 
were able to deliver quickly. We also appreciate the ability to adapt to changes quickly & 
provide solutions to issues that arose. During the project, I know it was challenging for the 
Folio3 team to work with multiple external resources, particularly to convey what was 
required and how to proceed with the task on hand promptly” 

PHILIP KEW
Head of Finance and Business Planning

Thank you very much for an excellent executed project for the Shopify Connectors for SWE 
& EU! It was a pleasure to work with Folio3. The deadlines have been tough, I and the LY 
team appreciate all the hard work and accuracy. I especially appreciate Folio3’s project 
management, the team’s technical skills, as well as a clear and rapid communication. 
Folio3 has great attention to detail as well as the ability to see the whole picture - which is 
crucial for a successful ERP integration.

LISA-MARI GARDELIUS
eCommerce Manager

I recognize the overall effort applied throughout the project; no doubt the Folio3 team’s 
attention to detail & execution is top-notch. I was very impressed with the level of 
problem-solving skills, coding techniques, & functional logic applied to achieve our 
demands for a seamless ERP/webstore experience. Kudos to Folio3 for their polite 
demeanor, responsive, & engaging communications & clear answers during every aspect 
of the collaboration. Working alongside the Folio3 team has been a fantastic experience! I 
highly recommend Folio3.

DAVID MOORES
eCommerce Marketing Manager

I thank everyone on this project at Folio3 for their hard work. I am so amazed by the 
dedication and knowledge exhibited by Folio3. We could not have completed this project 
without this team so I am thankful.

REBECCA SALAJAN
Accounting and Systems Manager



Phone:

(408) 365-4638

Mail:

netsuite.sales@folio3.com

Website:

netsuite.folio3.com


